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National Sleep Foundation Focuses On Light Control
Bedrooms Key To Achieving A Good Night’s Rest, Alleviating ‘Winter Blues’

NEW YORK—Trusted sleep authority the National Sleep Foundation is calling attention to the problem
of the “winter blues” and emphasizing the importance of creating a beautiful and comfortable bedroom
environment that is conducive to a better night’s sleep.
Through a series of consumer brochures, marketing and merchandising programs—developed by the
National Sleep Foundation and distributed through its Official Licensed Products program—the NSF and
its partners are highlighting a wide range of sleep informational tips designed to help consumers achieve a
deep and restful night’s sleep in bedrooms that they love.
“The National Sleep Foundation is dedicated to helping the public understand the importance of getting a
good night’s sleep and providing the public with information on how to create the optimal sleep
environment,” points out David M. Cloud, chief executive officer of the National Sleep Foundation, the
leading educational and scientific not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving sleep health and
safety. “A great way to combat the ‘winter blues’ is by loving your bedroom and carefully controlling
every element of your sleep environment. Be comfortable so that you get the sleep you need. This
includes blocking unwanted exterior light at night and then opening your curtains to take advantage of
morning sunshine when you wake up.”
Exposure to morning sunshine is important to keeping a natural sleep cycle and avoiding symptoms of the
“winter blues,” including trouble sleeping, daytime sleepiness, loss of energy, concentration problems and
forgetfulness.
“The National Sleep Foundation’s Official Licensed Products program is designed to help people create
bedrooms that contain all of the right components for a healthy and restful night’s sleep, including
products that help consumers manage light and darkness in their bedrooms,” Cloud adds. “As the trusted
sleep authority, the National Sleep Foundation is proud to work with leading home furnishings industry
manufacturers, including Ellery Homestyles, manufacturers of the Sound Asleep™ curtain line, the
Official Room Darkening Curtain of the National Sleep Foundation.”
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The National Sleep Foundation’s annual
Bedroom Poll has helped the organization to
identify how important the issue of light
control in the bedroom is to the general
public—and indeed, 73% of Americans say
a dark bedroom is one of the keys to
achieving a better night’s sleep. About four
in ten poll respondents, or 38%, say that
they have room darkening curtains, which
are specially made to block light. Among
those respondents with room darkening
curtains, more than half—55%—say that
they frequently close them at night and open
them in the morning. More than threequarters of those respondents—76%—say
they used their room darkening curtains to
manage light in the past two weeks.
Light control is particularly important during the winter, when the days are shorter, according to Cloud.
“Changing patterns of light and darkness occur with the approach of winter,” he explains. “Circadian
rhythms are regulated by the body's internal clock and by exposure to sunshine. When the days get shorter
in autumn, circadian rhythms may become desynchronized and trigger the ‘winter blues.’ ”
The two-year-old Sound Asleep curtain collection from Ellery Homestyles was specifically designed to
help consumers manage light in the bedroom, and the
product was selected as the Official Room Darkening
Curtain of the National Sleep Foundation due to its
innovative, thermal-lined construction that helps
reduce penetrating sunlight.
“The Sound Asleep collection from Ellery Homestyles
was selected based on the National Sleep
Foundation’s recommendations for sleep health,”
Cloud states. “The Sound Asleep curtains feature a
special room darkening construction that helps create
the type of dark bedroom environment necessary to
achieve a better night’s sleep.”
The Sound Asleep curtain collection offers consumers
a fashionable solution for controlling light in the
bedroom, according to Susan A. Lazor, director of
brand management for Ellery Homestyles.
“Sound Asleep curtains are constructed using a
thermal coating, which is applied to the reverse side of
the curtain fabric to create room darkening
properties,” Lazor comments. “In addition, Sound
Asleep curtains also are designed to be an attractive
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complement to any bedroom décor. The curtains are constructed from a textured woven chenille fabric,
and offered in an array of six calming colors that can enhance the look of any room.”
Lazor says the Sound Asleep collection also includes several decorative top treatment options, including a
coordinating ascot valance and a straight back-tab valance. “For the maximum styling effect, it’s desirable
to layer the valance over the panel to create a finished look,” she notes. “Curtains and valances can be
hung on traditional curtain hardware—there are many hardware solutions already in the marketplace to
help consumers achieve this layered effect.”
Sound Asleep curtain panels measure 42 inches wide and are offered in a full range of panel lengths: 63inch, 84-inch, 95-inch and 108-inch, with suggested retail prices ranging from $24.99 to $39.99.
Individual valances measure 42 inches wide by 18 inches long, and have a suggested retail price of
$19.99. All Sound Asleep curtains are constructed of an easy-care, 100% polyester fabric and are machine
washable.
Sound Asleep curtains are sold by many leading retailers, including Amazon (www.Amazon.com,) Bed
Bath & Beyond (http://www.bedbathandbeyond.com/,) Belk ( www.Belk.com,) Brookstone
(www.Brookstone.com,) JC Penney (www.jcpenney.com,) Kohl’s (www.Kohls.com,) Meijer
(www.meijer.com,) Sears (www.Sears.com and Wayfair (www.Wayfair.com.)
An additional selection of Sound Asleep curtains, Vivianna, is sold exclusively through Bed Bath &
Beyond. The Vivianna line is constructed of a soft and flowing brushed faux suede fabric. Curtain panels
measure 52 inches wide and are offered in stores in 84-inch and 95-inch lengths; 63-inch and 108-inch
lengths also are available online. Retail prices for the individual panels range from $24.99 to $49.99. A
coordinating back-tab valance is available, measuring 52 inches wide by 18 inches long and is priced at
$29.99. The Vivianna Sound Asleep curtains are offered in five fashion colors in stores, and an additional
six shades are available through the Bed Bath & Beyond website. The Vivianna curtains are constructed
of a 100% polyester fabric and are machine washable.
In addition to the room darkening properties, Sound Asleep curtains can help improve home energy
efficiency and reduce intrusive noise in the bedroom, Lazor asserts. “The thermal properties of Sound
Asleep curtains actually enhance the energy efficiency of a home, helping consumers save money by
reducing heat loss through the window” she says. “The soft thermal coating also helps reduce outside
noise, which is another factor that can help promote a better night’s sleep.”
Cloud notes that polls show that this marriage of fashion and function is a significant consideration for
consumers. “The National Sleep Foundation Bedroom Poll finds that more than six in ten (65%) of
consumers currently own or are considering buying curtains for their bedroom,” he relates. “Of those who
currently own or are considering buying bedroom curtains, almost one-half of the respondents believe that
room darkening (47%) and/or color (46%) are very important elements of curtains. Four in ten (40%) find
style to be an important element, and one-fourth (25%) find energy-saving to be very important.”
Additionally, the National Sleep Foundation asked people about what factors come into play when they
purchase items for the bedroom, and the findings indicate that both function and room décor are
important. The majority of respondents, or 87%, agree that they choose bedroom products that will help
them sleep better; one-third of the respondents (33%) strongly agree with this statement. Almost threefourths of the respondents (73%) agree that they choose bedroom products that make their bedroom more
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livable when they are
not sleeping. Onehalf of the
respondents (50%)
agree that they
choose bedroom
products that look
great for visitors.
“Controlling light
plays an important
role in creating a
bedroom
environment that
allows Americans to
achieve a better
night’s sleep,” Cloud
comments. “The
National Sleep
Foundation offers a
wide variety of
informational tools and tips designed to help people learn about sleep and sleep health, including a
consumer-focused website ‘Inside Your Bedroom’ (http://bedroom.sleepfoundation.org/.) This website
spotlights how the body’s five senses can impact sleep, and offers a compilation of practical advice about
creating the optimal sleep environment.”
The National Sleep Foundation and its Official Licensed Products Program also are distributing
informational brochures on sleep health and creating healthy sleep environments with every official
National Sleep Foundation product sold, including a brochure “Controlling Light For Better Sleep,”
which is distributed by Ellery Homestyles in every package of Sound Asleep curtains.
Other National Sleep Foundation Official Products include Perfect Sleeper mattresses by Serta; Live
Comfortably bed pillows and mattress toppers by Hollander Sleep Products; Pure Care mattress, box
spring and pillow protectors by Fabrictech, Dohm sound conditioners by Marpac, performance sheets by
Sheex; Febreze Sleep Serenity scents; and personal, wireless sleep tracking devices by Lark.
Following are some informational highlights from the National Sleep Foundation about using exposure to
light and darkness to manage sleep cycles, and thereby getting a good night’s sleep:




Light is one of the most important environmental factors that control your biological clock. Light
sensed through your eyes helps program your body clock, affecting when you feel most awake, and
when you feel the most tired.
By sleeping in a dark room, you can block sleep-disrupting light and tweak or reboot your
biological clock to help you sleep and wake up at the right times for you.
The first light of day sets the schedule for your natural sleep-wake cycle. If you sleep at night, try
to get at least 30 minutes exposure to full spectrum light during the day, especially first thing in
the morning. This light will cue your body to induce sleep at night.
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If you work nights, wear sunglasses on your ride home and avoid morning light, so you will be
able to sleep during the day.
Always taper your light exposure when you are ready to go to sleep. Dim light will tell your body
that bedtime is approaching.
When you do go to sleep, make sure your bedroom will stay dark until you get enough sleep.
Nightlights in the bathrooms and halls can prevent bright light from resetting your body clock
when using the bathroom at night.

About The National Sleep Foundation
The National Sleep Foundation is dedicated to improving health and well-being through sleep education
and advocacy. It is well-known for its annual Sleep in America® poll. The Foundation is a charitable,
educational and scientific not-for-profit organization located in Washington, DC. Its membership includes
researchers and clinicians focused on sleep medicine, health professionals, patients, families affected by
drowsy driving and more than 900 healthcare facilities. To find out more about the National Sleep
Foundation, visit www.sleepfoundation.org.
About Ellery Homestyles
Ellery Homestyles is a leading supplier of branded and private
label home-fashion products to major retailers, offering curtains,
bedding, throws and specialty products. The company’s
proprietary brands deliver innovation in fashion, function and
design and include Sound Asleep™ room darkening curtains,
The Official Curtain of the National Sleep Foundation. Ellery is a global company headquartered in New
York City with a 375 million square foot distribution center in North Carolina and offices in China, India
and Pakistan. To find out more about Ellery Homestyles, visit www.elleryhomestyles.com. To learn more
about Sound Asleep curtains, visit www.soundasleepcurtains.com.
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